The present paper contributes to dependencies among attributes in relational data. We present results on attribute-dependency formulas (AD-formulas), namely, on inference of AD-formulas, and their relationship to other data dependencies. In particular, we present Armstrong-like rules and a completeness theorem for reasoning with AD-formulas, and an efficient algorithm for extraction of a non-redundant basis of all AD-formulas from data.
Introduction
Dependencies in relational data represent one of the main topics in management of data and data mining. In particular, formulas relating two groups of attributes have proven to be both user-friendly and computationally tractable. Our paper deals with dependencies in data tables describing relationships between objects and attributes. A data table like this can be represented by a triplet X, Y, I where X is a finite set of objects (table  rows) , Y is a finite set of attributes (columns), and I ⊆ X × Y is a binary relation between X and Y specifying whether an object x has an attribute y (in which case x, y ∈ I) or not ( x, y ∈ I). The dependencies we are interested in are represented by so-called AD-formulas. AD-formulas are expressions of the form A B where A and B are sets of attributes. ADformulas were introduced in [2] as a means of user-defined constraints in formal concept analysis (FCA). In FCA, a collection B(X, Y, I) of partially ordered clusters, so-called formal concepts, is extracted from data table X, Y, I , see [4, 6] . The reason for introducing AD-formulas is the following. It is very often the case that the user has some further information, additional to X, Y, I . An AD-formula, e.g. "green color" "cold-blooded" "warm-blooded", is an example of such an information expressing a relative importance of attributes (whether an animal is green is less important than whether it is cold-/warm-blooded). Then, for a given set T of AD-formulas, one can consider the collection B T (X, Y, I) of concepts from B(X, Y, I) which respect T , see later. The main benefits are the following: B T (X, Y, I) is smaller and thus better comprehensible for a user than B(X, Y, I); B T (X, Y, I) contains only those concepts which respect the constraints represented by AD-formulas from T , i.e. only "the interesting" concepts from B(X, Y, I).
In [3] , we presented results on semantic entailment of AD-formulas. In particular, we presented a theoretical insight leading to an algorithm for testing whether an AD-formula A B semantically follows from a set T of AD-formulas, and an algorithm for computing a minimal non-redundant basis T from a given set T of AD-formulas. In [3] and [1] , several connections between AD-formulas and two other types of dependencies in tabular data have been observed. In particular, to so-called attribute implications [6] and dependencies used in Knowledge Spaces [5] . Note that AD-formulas are a particular case of clauses studied in [7] .
In this paper, we present further results on entailment of AD-formulas and results on computing AD-formulas from tabular data. The results are based on an observation saying that models of an AD-formula A B are just complements of models of the attribute implication B ⇒ A. First, we present a complete system of deduction rules for reasoning about ADformulas which results from the well-known Armstrong axioms and the above-mentioned observation. Second, we present a way to compute a nonredundant basis of all AD-formulas which are valid in a given data table by reducing the problem to the corresponding problem regarding attribute implications. Due to space limitation, we omit proofs.
Preliminaries
We now present preliminaries from formal concept analysis (FCA), see [4, 6] . Let X, Y, I be a data table as described in Section 1. A (formal ) concept in X, Y, I is a pair A, B of a set A ⊆ X of objects (so-called extent) and a set B ⊆ Y of attributes (so-called intent) such that A is the set of all objects which have all attributes from B, and B is the set of all attributes shared by all objects from A. Formal concepts can be partially ordered by putting
) of all formal concepts in X, Y, I equipped with ≤ is called a concept lattice of X, Y, I . B(X, Y, I) represents a collection of hierarchically ordered clusters extracted from the input data. Many applications of FCA can be found in [4] and in the references therein.
An attribute implication [6] (over Y ) is an expression A ⇒ B, where
Basic results concerning attribute implications can be found in [4, 6] . Attribute implications are also used in database theory (as functional dependencies), see [10] .
Complete Deduction Rules and Computation of Non-redundant Bases for AD-formulas

AD-formulas
An attribute-dependency formula [2] (shortly, an AD-formula) over Y is an expression A B,
Analogously as in case of attribute implications, we introduce models and
For brevity, we write y B (A y) instead of {y} B (A {y}).
The following assertion shows a connection between validity truth of attribute implications and validity AD-formulas which is of crucial importance in the sequel, see [3] and also [2] . (ii) Given a concept lattice B(X, Y, I) associated to data X, Y, I , a formal concept C, D ∈ B(X, Y, I) is compatible with an AD-formula A B iff D is a model of A B, see [2] . For the purpose of illustration, let A B be "green color" "cold-blooded" "warm-blooded". In order for a formal concept C, D to be compatible with "green color" "coldblooded" "warm-blooded", its intent D needs to contain either "coldblooded" or "warm-blooded" as an attribute if it contains "green color". This way, attributes describing color can be declared less important that attributes "cold-blooded" and "warm-blooded".
(iii) Note that (2) is just the condition of validity of dependencies considered in Knowledge Spaces [5] . In Knowledge Spaces, the condition of validity of A B in M is interpreted as follows. M is interpreted as a set of questions an individual can answer. A B being true in M means that if that individual fails in answering all questions from A then he/she fails in answering all questions from B.
(iv) Therefore, although having different aims, AD-formulas coincide with the dependencies studied in Knowledge Spaces from the technical point of view.
Complete systems of deduction rules for AD-formulas
Deduction rules for AD-formulas which we use are of the form
These rules will be used in proofs in the usual way. That is, having ADformulas which match the "input part" of the rule, i.e. A 1 B 1 , . . . , A n B n , we can infer, in a single step, the AD-formula corresponding to the "output part" of the rule. In particular, we will use the following system of deduction rules: The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on a couple of observations we are going to make. For an AD-formula A B and a set T of AD-formulas, put
Moreover, for a deduction rule (R) over AD-formulas, such as (3), denote by (R) AI the deduction rule
That is, (· · · ) AI transforms AD-formulas, sets of AD-formulas, and deduction rules over AD-formulas, the corresponding attribute implications, sets of attribute implications, and deduction rules over attribute implications. Lemma 3.1 immediately gives the following observation (see also [1] ): Lemma 3.2. For a set T of AD-formulas,
Then we have the following assertion.
Lemma 3.3. For a set T of AD-formulas and an AD-formula
Note that a rule (R) such as (3) is called sound if {A 1 B 1 , . . . , A n B n } |= A n B n . Therefore, we have Corollary 3.1. A rule (3) over AD-formulas is sound iff the corresponding rule (4) over attribute implications is sound.
Note that due to Corollary 3.1, we can automatically retrieve further sound deduction rules over AD-formulas from the well-known rules for attribute implications (or, equivalently, functional dependencies). For instance, the following rules are sound (for A, B, C ⊆ Y ):
Remark 3.2. Due to the above remarks, Theorem 3.1 provides us with a complete set of deduction rules for the dependencies studied in knowledge spaces. This "fills a gap" because syntactical reasoning and completeness was not investigate in knowledge spaces [5] .
The above results enable us to apply results on attribute implications (functional dependencies) regarding entailment of AD-formulas. Due to space limitations, we restrict ourselves to the problem of computing nonredundant bases.
Computing minimal non-redundant basis of AD-formulas from data
As mentioned above, AD-formulas were introduced as a means of constraining a concept lattice by an information regarding relative importance of attributes. This information is provided by a user who is supposed to specify it using AD-formulas. On the other hand, one might want to extract the information about relative importance of attributes from data automatically. For instance, one might ask an expert to look at a concept lattice B(X, Y, I) extracted from data with no additional information available and tell which formal concepts are "relevant", i.e., compatible with some background information regarding relative importance of attributes, which is, nevertheless, not explicitly formulated. Then, denoting by B C (X, Y, I) the collection of "relevant" formal concepts, the question is whether there is a set T of AD-formulas such that B C (X, Y, I) equals (or is close) to the set of all formal concepts of B(X, Y, I) which are compatible with T . A way to find whether such T exists is the following. Denote by Int C (X, Y, I) the collection of all intents of formal concepts from B C (X, Y, I), i.e., Since there exists an efficient algorithm for computing a non-redundant basis (which is, moreover, minimal, i.e. smaller than any other basis) of attribute implications from data, this solves our problem of computing a non-redundant basis of AD-formulas from data.
